Hand motion is one of our most expressive abilities. By measuring our interactions with everyday objects, we can create smarter artificial intelligence that can learn and adapt from our behaviours and patterns. One way to achieve this is to apply wearable dielectric elastomer strain sensors directly onto the hand.
INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) in computers and personal devices has dramatically simplified our lives. Now in our pockets, homes and even as medical implants, we are giving AI more control and trust to assist us in our daily activities. At the front-end of AI is a set of sensor inputs that gather information to perform their specified tasks such as changing the temperature on the thermostat, shuffling the songs on a music player and even reminding us to take our medication; tasks that require the knowledge of our mood, behaviour and state.
To train smarter AI that understand our behaviour, we need sensors to measure our behaviour. This allows AI to learn from our movement patterns and adapt to our needs. Already, we are using wearable technologies such as the Fitbit® to monitor our physical activity and quality of sleep. But existing wearable technologies lack the ability to measure hand gestures and movement.
Much of our interaction with the world is through our hands. Think of the number of items you touch over the course of a day. We not only rely on them to function, but also to convey ideas and feelings. In a way, they are an extension of our mind and personality. There is a rich set of information that can be extracted by studying the interactions and patterns of our hands 1 . For instance, by detecting tension in the grip on a steering wheel, AI can be programmed to play soothing music to calm the driver of a car. By measuring these interactions, AI can learn more about our behaviours and personalities making them even smarter.
However, accurately measuring hand motion is particularly difficult given its 27 degrees of freedom 2 and a high level of obstruction. One unobtrusive way to achieve this is through soft wearable sensors. Dielectric elastomer (DE) artificial muscles are electroactive polymers with muscle like capabilities 3, 4 . Like real muscles, they can sense their state when strained thus giving them motion sensing abilities. To effectively measure hand movement to a high degree of resolution, we require fast, efficient and scalable methods. While it is relatively simple to measure the state of one sensor, the challenge comes with scaling. Due to technical limitations, existing sensing methods are ill-equipped to handle large numbers of sensors. This paper first reviews some common sensing methods, then presents a fast, efficient and scalable solution for multi-sensing systems.
Artificial muscle sensors
DE's are constructed by sandwiching a soft dielectric material between compliant electrodes (Figure 1, left) , resembling a flexible capacitor. When used as a strain sensor, they are typically operated under low voltages which simplifies their electrical model to a variable resistor ( ) in series with a variable capacitor ( ) 3 Although resistance can be used to infer strain, results are highly dependent on temperature and electrode quality 7 . A more accurate alternative is by measuring capacitance 5, [8] [9] [10] , a property dependent on the overlapping area of the electrodes ( ), thickness of the dielectric ( ), relative permittivity of the dielectric ( ) and the permittivity of free space ( 0 ) (1) Unfortunately, measuring the capacitance of DEs is not a trivial task. Typically, the electrodes are made with particles that are carbon based to maintain conductivity at large strains. Their resistance can be up to 100's of kΩs 11 and is also strain dependent. Most capacitance meters were not designed to handle any significant electrode resistance and therefore unable to correctly measure the DE's capacitance 12 .
CAPACITIVE SENSING METHODS FOR DIELECTRIC ELASTOMERS
To accurately measure the DE's capacitance, its electrode resistance also needs to be taken into account. This is challenging because the electrode resistance causes an internal voltage drop, which affects the voltage on the capacitor. Common sensing methods that account for this include measuring the gain and phase shift of current from a sinusoidal voltage input 5 , the impedance frequency response 8 , a linear regression on the DE's voltage and current output from a period of arbitrary excitation 10 and integrating the charging current over half the period of a switching waveform 13 .
Capacitance from gain and phase shift of a sinusoidal input
This method 5 , 6 requires an accurate measurement of the gain and phase shift of current ( ) from a sinusoidal input voltage ( ). Given a voltage input of ( ), current can be expressed as ( + ), where and are their respective amplitudes and is the phase shift ( Figure 2 ). For a relatively fast sensing frequency ( ), the DE's geometry can be assumed constant during the entire period of the sensing signal. This allows capacitance to be calculated by simultaneously solving the magnitude and phase equations (2) & (3) respectively.
Capacitance from impedance frequency response
This method 8 requires the measurement of impedance at multiple sensing frequencies. The complex impedance of the DE ( ) is the sum of the impedance of the electrode resistance ( ) and the impedance of the capacitor ( 1 ) (4).
Because the impedance of the capacitor decreases with frequency, the total impedance ( ) reduces to only the electrode resistance ( ) at high frequencies (Figure 3) . At low frequencies, the system behaves similarly to a high pass filter 8, 9 and the 3dB attenuation cut-off frequency ( ) can be used to calculate capacitance (5). Figure 3 . The 3dB cut-off frequency from the DE's impedance response can be used to calculate capacitance and electrode resistance.
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Capacitance from Hyper-plane approximation
One method that allows an arbitrary sensing signal to be used is the Hyper-plane approximation 10 . This method performs a linear regression on the sensor's voltage ( ), current ( ) and charge ( ) over a period of sensing input. Capacitance is represented as the gradient of the data collected. Graphically, this corresponds to the plane of best fit in the plane (Figure 4) . A drawback to this method is that the process is computationally intensive and usually requires a backend processor to post-process the data. 
Capacitance from current integration
This method 13 uses the governing capacitor voltage equation, defined as the ratio of charge ( ) to voltage ( ) (6). By using a square wave sensing signal with a sufficiently long period and integrating current ( ) to measure charge ( ), capacitance can be evaluated once the capacitor voltage ( ) equals the supply voltage ( ) (7). Capacitance is calculated after each half period of the sensing signal.
CONTINUOUS CHARGE TRACKING TO MEASURE CAPACITANCE
To effectively use DEs to measure hand motion to a high degree of resolution, the sensing method needs to be fast, efficient and scalable. With the exception of current integration 13 , all other methods require a backend processor to perform feature detection or complex algorithms to calculate capacitance. Each additional sensing channel will increase the computation load and therefore reduce the rate of capacitive feedback.
Current integration
13 is simple but it is inefficient because the DE is repeatedly charged and then discharged. This causes unnecessary losses through the electrode resistance and requires waiting for the capacitor to become fully charged before capacitance can be measured.
A modification of this method replaces the square wave sensing voltage with a constant DC voltage and continuously tracks the movement of charge to and from the DE. Recall that capacitance is the ratio of charge to voltage at any instant in time (6) . Hence under a constant DC voltage, changes to capacitance (as a result of strain) is proportionally reflected as a movement of charge. Stretching the DE increases its capacitance, drawing more charge onto the DE. While relaxing the DE reduces its capacitance, removing change from the DE (Figure 6 ). Current is continuously integrated to determine total charge on the DE. Figure 6 . Under a constant voltage, stretching adds charge to the DE (red) while relaxing removes charge from the DE (green).
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Using a constant DC voltage simplifies the sensing electronics and allows the DE's capacitance to dictate the movement of charge (Figure 7 ). This prevents any unnecessary discharge, thus results in shorter transient times compared to recharging completely from zero. For a typical sensor designed to measure hand motion, the transient charge time is usually much faster than the speed of muscle contraction ** . Hence the DE is constantly in steady state (constant charge) and (7) can be used to calculate capacitance. 
DISCUSSION
The charge tracking capacitive sensing method can be implemented with simple electronics entirely in hardware. The ability to simultaneously measure many sensors enables new applications such as measuring hand motion. Sensors can be integrated into a wearable glove or even applied directly onto the hand ( Figure 9 ). A common DC voltage can be applied to all the sensors. Parallel integrators and scaling multipliers can be used to convert each sensor's capacitance to an analogue voltage ( Figure 10 ). This creates a simple interface to any AI system. Alternatively, a multiplexing design can be used to further reduce component count 14 . The hardware design of charge tracking is compact and portable, with no requirement on external processors. Figure 10 . Implementation of charge tracking to measure hand motion using only simple electronics.
CONCLUSION
Artificial intelligence in computers and personal devices is playing a greater part in our lives. To improve their intelligence, our hand motion can be used to train AI to better understand our needs. This allows them to perform tasks customized to our behaviour. A fast, efficient and scalable capacitive sensing method termed "charge tracking" is presented for wearable dielectric elastomer strain sensors. The method uses a DC sensing voltage and continuously tracks charge movement to determine the capacitance. This method allows fast, high resolution feedback to be obtained, bringing us closer to smarter human-computer interactions.
